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Biologı´a, Barcelona, SpainABSTRACT There is increasing evidence for the presence of an alternative code imprinted in the genome that might contribute
to gene expression regulation through an indirect reading mechanism. In mammals, components of this coarse-grained regu-
latory mechanism include chromatin structure and epigenetic signatures, where d(CpG) nucleotide steps are key players.
We report a comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of d(CpG) steps that provides a detailed description of their phys-
ical characteristics and the impact of cytosine methylation on these properties. We observed that methylation changes the phys-
ical properties of d(CpG) steps, having a dramatic effect on enriched CpG segments, such as CpG islands. We demonstrate that
methylation reduces the affinity of DNA to assemble into nucleosomes, and can affect nucleosome positioning around transcrip-
tion start sites. Overall, our results suggest a mechanism by which the basic physical properties of the DNA fiber can explain
parts of the cellular epigenetic regulatory mechanisms.INTRODUCTIONDetermining the mechanisms that regulate gene expression
in complex organisms is the next frontier of genomics
research (1). In the traditional paradigm, specific proteins
regulate gene expression through the recognition of certain
sequence signals (by means of specific hydrogen-bond inter-
actions) upstream of the transcription start sites (TSSs) (2).
Nevertheless, there is increasing evidence about the pres-
ence of an alternative code that may contribute to a rough
regulation of gene expression through an indirect reading
mechanism, probably signaled by chromatin structure and
epigenetic marks (3,4). This mechanism is unlikely (even
in a synergistic manner) to achieve the fine-tuning and spec-
ificity of the direct protein-DNA readout. Conversely, it
probably plays a pivotal role in basal gene expression,
which requires less regulation and for which the extreme
cost of developing a highly specific protein regulation infra-
structure seems unjustified. Key players in this regulatory
mechanism may be d(CpG) steps, which despite being
largely underrepresented in the genome of complex organ-
isms are enriched in nearly 60% of human promoters, where
they often define ultrarich CpG segments, the so-called CpG
islands (5,6). Even if CpG islands do not contain specific
transcription binding motifs, they clearly favor the down-
stream binding of the transcription machinery (7), particu-
larly for those genes that are usually active. The molecular
basis of the d(CpG) effect on gene regulation remainsSubmitted December 27, 2011, and accepted for publication March 22,
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0006-3495/12/05/2140/9 $2.00unclear, although it has been suggested to be related to the
definition of DNA fiber properties (8).
One of the most intriguing features of the d(CpG) step is
its ability to undergo nonmutagenic chemical modifications
such as cytosine methylation (9). In mammalian genomes,
DNA methyltransferases (DNMTs) can transfer a methyl
group from S-adenosylmethionine to cytosine at CpG dinu-
cleotides (10). The bulk of the methylation takes place
during DNA replication in the S-phase of the cell cycle
(11), and is the most abundant form of post-replicative
DNA modification observed in eukaryotic organisms (12).
During this process, the cytosine is flipped 180 out of the
DNA backbone into an active-site pocket of the enzyme
(13) where methylation of cytosine takes place.
Intriguingly, methylation of cytosines seems to be an erro-
neous decision of evolution because it dramatically increases
the chances of C/T mutation, but this seeming disadvan-
tage is compensated for by the gain in regulatory possibilities
offered by methylation. Indeed, highly methylated DNA is
typically associated with inactive genes, whereas methyla-
tion depletion is observed for active genes (14,15). Further-
more, most cytosines in CpG steps, except those in CpG
islands, are methylated in vertebrate somatic cells (16,17).
The first step of methylation occurs early in mammalian
development as a result of de novo DNMTs (Dnmt3a and
Dnmt3b) (18) that methylate CpG steps in both DNA strands.
The methylation profile is conserved by maintenance DNA
methyltransferase (Dnmt1) throughout cell divisions. During
replication, daughter strands are nonmethylated, resulting in
hemimethylated DNA. Dnmt1 recognizes hemimethylated
CpG steps and methylates the daughter strand (19). Recent
studies have demonstrated that changes in methylation
patterns along CpG islands and CpG shores (methylationdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2012.03.056
Impact of DNA Methylation 2141hotspots on the outskirts of CpG islands (20)) correlate with
tissue differentiation and cancer, proving the role of methyl-
ation in cellular reprogramming (20,21,23,24). The regula-
tory function of methylated cytosines (hereafter referred to
as MeC) was traditionally explained by their interaction
with methyl-CpG binding domain proteins (MBDs) (18),
but considering the prevalence of cytosine methylation,
MBDs alone cannot entirely account for the role of d(CpG)
methylation in the cell. An increased level of complexity is
provided by the almost nonexistent sequence specificity of
theDNMTs, precluding themechanism underlying themeth-
ylation reaction (26).
Here we present a comprehensive theoretical analysis of
the d(CpG) properties along with an experimental validation
of key theoretical findings. We show that d(CpG) steps
display unique physical properties, especially in the context
of CpG islands, that severely change upon methylation.
Our calculations suggested, and experiments confirmed,
that DNA segments containing MeC are very stiff and hard
to bend, and display a lower tendency to circularize or form
nucleosomes by wrapping around histones. The latter effect
has striking consequences for the organization of nucleosome
arrays near TSSs, which in turn modifies the accessibility of
regulatory proteins, leading to alterations in the pattern of
DNA expression. Overall, without diminishing the role
of specific regulatory proteins, basic descriptors of DNA
physical properties can help us rationalize several seemingly
disconnected pieces of the puzzle of DNA regulation.METHODS
Molecular-dynamics simulations
We performed molecular-dynamics (MD) simulations on an array of
different oligomers containing CpG steps, in both their methylated and non-
methylated forms (see Table S1 in the Supporting Material). We also
included in our analysis trajectories of unmethylated CpG step data from
the Ascona B-DNA Consortium (ABC) (27) database in all tetramer envi-
ronments to enrich the dynamics database. All simulations were carried
out in duplicates for 100 ns (after equilibration) using explicit solvent,
the parmbsc0 refinement of the Amber force field (28), and state-of-the-
art simulation conditions (Supporting Material).Mesoscopic model of DNA flexibility
We derived a flexibility model from different MD equilibrium trajectories
using a harmonic model (29–31). Accordingly, we projected the MD trajec-
tories onto a helical reference system to obtain equilibrium values and
derive the covariance matrix, which we then inverted to recover the stiffness
matrices for each basepair step, from which a mesoscopic estimate of the
energy associated to a given deformation can be easily computed (29,32) as
E ¼ 0:5
X6
i¼ 1
X6
j¼ 1
fijDXiDXj;
where DXi is the perturbation from equilibrium geometry (Fig. 1), and fij are
elements ofQ, whereQ is the 6 6 stiffness matrix expressing the stiffness
of a given step to deformation in roll, tilt, twist, slide, shift, and rise (seeSupporting Material, Fig. 2, and Pe´rez et al. (33)). Alternatively, global
deformation parameters can be derived using a similar approach, but
considering global instead of local geometric descriptors (see Fig. S1, Sup-
porting Material, and Lankas et al. (34)). Note that elastic parameters
derived from protein-DNA crystal complexes (29,31) or simulation data
are in good agreement (33), supporting their use to describe DNA flexi-
bility. Here, we favored the use of MD-derived values for consistency
with the newly derived parameters describing MeCpG steps (which cannot
be derived from analysis of crystal structures).
In this work, we used a mesoscopic method to estimate deformation
energy related to nucleosome formation and circularization assays. This
implies that indirect readout mechanisms prevail over the direct readout
for the description of sequence preferences in nucleosome binding. A
second implication is that these deformations follow a harmonic behavior.
Both of these assumptions represent simplifications, and thus the validity of
the method is not always guaranteed (32,35,36).Circularization assays and modeling
We carried out DNA circularization experiments to validate our theoretical
estimations about the impact of methylated cytosines on DNA physical
properties. For this purpose, we designed a short polymerizable oligonucle-
otide (d(GAAAAAACGGGCGAAAAACGG)$d(TCCCGTTTTTCGCCC
GTTTTT)) based on a reported sequence favoring the formation of mini-
circles (37), with the incorporation of a central CpG dinucleotide subject
to be methylated and 50-sticky ends to enable the formation of multimers.
Thus, under favorable ligation conditions, the multimers form circles that
are as short as allowed by the geometry and flexibility of the DNA
(Fig. 3). As a negative control, we selected a previously reported nonbend-
able oligonucleotide (d(GCAAATATTGAAAAC)$d(GCGTTTTCAATAT
TT; see Supporting Material for details). The ligation products were
analyzed by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and by two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis (Fig. 3, Fig. S2, Fig. S3, and Supporting Material).
Circularization efficiency was determined based on the J-factor, which
defines the ratio of circular and linear DNA species for a given sequence
length (37). Experimental J-factors were extracted from the linear and
circle DNA signal intensities as detected on two-dimensional gels (see Sup-
porting Material and Fig. S3). Although the absolute J-factors depend on
the experimental setup, the ratio of J-factors of methylated versus nonme-
thylated oligos provide a reliable measure of the impact of methylation on
DNA circularization. Accordingly, experimental J-factors can validate
whether theoretical suggestions regarding physical changes induced by
methylation are correct. We derived theoretical J-factors from Monte Carlo
simulations (Supporting Material) using mesoscopic descriptors derived
from MD simulations (see above).Mesoscopic model of nucleosome deformation
energy
We theoretically determined the ability of a 147-mer DNA sequence to
wrap around a nucleosome using harmonic deformation energy as
described above considering mesoscopic descriptors. To reduce the noise,
we determined the deformation vector (DX above) using the target geom-
etry obtained by Fourier-averaging all available crystal structures of nucle-
osome particles. As noted above, our mesoscopic model is useful in so far
as histone-bound DNA deforms harmonically and the indirect readout has
an important contribution in directing nucleosome formation. Regarding
the first point, the rotational degrees of motion in nucleosomes (twist,
roll, and tilt) clearly fall within the normal fluctuations of DNA (38,39),
and only the translational parameter slide shows slightly more positive
values than expected. Clearly, evolution has optimized nucleosome posi-
tioning sequences to have flexible steps such as d(CpA) and d(TpA) in
crucial positions to accommodate the deformations required for nucleo-
some binding (see results of SELEX experiments in Tha˚stro¨m et al.Biophysical Journal 102(9) 2140–2148
FIGURE 1 Average helical parameters (transla-
tions in angstroms and rotations in degrees)
derived from MD simulations of the usual 10 dinu-
cleotides plus d(MeCpG; referred to as MG in the
figure). The black dots correspond to control simu-
lations (those performed for this work and those
obtained from the ABC database (27)) for each
central basepair step representing the different
tetramer environments; notice the slight displace-
ment from the vertical to avoid stacking of data.
Blue dots stand for d(CpG) and d(GpC) steps
when embedded in a poly d(CpG) track. Green
dots refer to neighboringmethylated steps (XpMeC):
d(ApMeC), d(TpMeC)¼d(GpA), d(CpMeC), and
d(GpMeC). Finally, red dots stand for d(MeCpG)
and d(GpMeC) in the context of a poly d(CpG) track.
2142 Pe´rez et al.(40)). Note also that by using a single conformation to model all nucleo-
somes, Tolstorukov et al. (38) and Balasubramanian et al. (39) found
a high degree of correlation between the predictions arising from harmonic
deformation energies and nucleosome positioning sequences, a result that
was consistent with nucleosome location experiments performed by our
group (41). Thus, without ignoring its limitations, we believe the model
can be useful to rationalize nucleosome positioning.In vitro nucleosome reconstitution
To assess the effect of methylated DNA on nucleosome assembly, we
selected a nucleosome positioning sequence (DNA construct 601.2 in
Anderson and Widom (42)) to reconstitute nucleosomes in vitro after incu-
bation with histones, before and after extensive DNA methylation (see Sup-
porting Material). Methylated states were verified by DNA sequencing. The
reconstituted nucleosomes were subsequently analyzed by gel shift assays
(see Fig. 4).RESULTS
Physical properties of CpG steps and CpG islands
MD simulations performed here in conjunction with those
retrieved from the ABC database (27) revealed thatBiophysical Journal 102(9) 2140–2148sequence is crucial for defining the DNA equilibrium geom-
etries (Fig. 1). In general, Pyr-Pur steps show a lower rise
and twist, as well as higher roll values, than the rest of the
dinucleotide steps. Additionally, they display an unusually
large dispersion in certain key equilibrium helical parame-
ters (e.g., twist), arising from different tetramer environ-
ments. Focusing on the different tetramer environments,
we can see that the d(CpG) steps are peculiar in presenting
bimodal distributions of some parameters (e.g., twist; see
Fig. S4), which confirms previous ABC findings (27).
Such bimodality is not an artifact that arises from incom-
plete sampling, because it is also present in multi-micro-
second trajectories (43), and suggests that the d(CpG) step
is specially flexible, as confirmed by a stiffness analysis
(Fig. 2). It is worth noting that the large deformability in
twist and roll, combined with large roll values, suggests
that protein-induced curvature may be favored in DNA
with CpG steps. Fig. S5 shows that CpG, despite the neigh-
boring basepair, is more curved than most basepair steps
(only TA and CA are comparable) and is directed preferen-
tially toward the major groove.
FIGURE 2 Average stiffness helical parameters
(translations in kcal/mol A˚2 and rotations in kcal/
mol deg2) derived from MD simulations of the
usual 10 dinucleotides plus d(MeCpG; referred to
as MG in the figure). Same notation as in Fig. 1.
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d(CpG) steps to be amplified in long d(CpG)n tracks (i.e.,
CpG islands). Surprisingly, this is not the case, and the
global geometrical properties of long d(CpG) segments
are different from those expected by extrapolating the indi-
vidual characteristics of the d(CpG) steps (Fig. S1). Thus,
the high flexibility of the d(CpG) steps suggests that poly
d(CpG) should be extremely flexible. Conversely, the
d(CpG)9 segment studied here is hardly distinguishable
from other 18-mer duplexes in terms of global unwinding
and isotropic bending. This is hardly surprising when one
considers the differences between an individual d(CpG)
step and a poly d(CpG). The former has the properties of
an individual d(CpG) step, whereas the d(CpG)9 segment
has properties due to the alternation of d(CpG) and
d(GpC) steps. Thus, the lower flexibility of d(GpC) steps
(Fig. S1) makes the whole sequence overall stiffer than
a simple extrapolation of d(CpG) properties. Furthermore,
whereas the large roll of individual d(CpG) steps would
imply a strong curvature of the entire oligonucleotide, the
d(CpG)9 curvature is actually very moderate due to the
low roll values of d(GpC) steps. In conclusion, the proper-ties of long d(CpG) segments are distinct from the extrapo-
lation of properties of isolated d(CpG) steps, warning
against the use of oversimplified rules of DNA flexibility.Effect of CpG methylation
Early structural experiments suggested that cytosine meth-
ylation (Fig. S5) might induce helical transitions from B-
to Z-DNA (44). However, a secondary structure analysis
of CpG methylated oligonucleotides by circular dichroism
spectroscopy (Supporting Material and Fig. S6) revealed
that the transition only occurred at nonphysiological salt
concentrations (from 1 to 2 M NaCl). This evidence is in
agreement with our MD results and previously reported
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy data (45),
demonstrating that in vivo DNA remains in the B-form
upon methylation, and accordingly, the transition to the
Z-form is not the underlying determinant for the physiolog-
ical role of CpG methylation.
The results of the MD simulations suggest that when
methylated, d(CpG) steps increase their average roll value
and reduce their twist (Fig. 1), leading to an increase in localBiophysical Journal 102(9) 2140–2148
FIGURE 3 Overview of circularization assays.
(A) Schematic diagram of the underlying principle
of circularization assays. A DNA oligonucleotide
is first annealed to form duplexes and subsequently
is multimerized-circularized by a ligation reaction.
Under favorable ligation conditions, DNA forms
circles as short as allowed by the geometry and
flexibility of the DNA. Only circularized DNA is
resistant to an exonuclease digestion; linear multi-
mers will be degraded. (B) AFM images of ligation
products for 15-bp nonfavoring (left) and 21-bp
favoring (right) circularization oligonucleotides;
circle size estimations are highlighted in white.
(C) 2D polyacrylamide native gels showing
different migrations of linear (L) and circular (C)
DNA species (which can be either covalently
closed (cC) or nicked open (oC)) for nonmethy-
lated and MeC oligomers of 21 bp, respectively.
Linear DNA molecules are positioned on the lower
diagonal, and circular DNA molecules are posi-
tioned on the upper diagonal. (D) The circulariza-
tion efficiency is expressed as the ratio between C
and L molecules of the same size.
2144 Pe´rez et al.curvature. Furthermore, methylation makes d(CpG) steps
stiffer, especially in terms of roll and tilt deformations: the
MeCpG step has larger tilt and roll force constants on
average than the CpG step (MG and CG, respectively, in
Fig. 2). Methylation also alters the geometric properties of
the basepair step previous to the d(CpG) site, here denoted
as d(XpC), where X ¼ A, C, G, or T (Figs. 1 and 2). In
canonical DNA, d(XpC) steps tend to compensate for the
geometry and relative stiffness of d(CpG) in twist, tilt, and
roll. However, upon methylation, we observed an increase
of force constants for rotational parameters in both the
MeCpG and d(XpMeC) steps (green dots in Fig. 2). Hence,
the additive effect of methylation leads to significant alter-Biophysical Journal 102(9) 2140–2148ations in the global physical properties of DNA, especially
for CpG islands (Figs. 1 and 2, and Fig. S1).
The higher stiffness of the d(MeCpG) steps should lead to
a decrease in the DNA circularization efficiency, which must
be especially visible for the smallest circles. Indeed, Monte
Carlo calculations using the MD-derived stiffness parameters
(see Materials and Methods, and Supporting Material) sug-
gested that circularization of 126- to 189-bp-long methylated
oligos (oneMeCpG every 21 bp) ismore difficult than circular-
ization of unmethylated ones (with a relative J-factor of
0.05–0.2). This result was confirmed by circularization exper-
iments on the same sequence with a relative J-factor of ~0.5
(see Fig. 3, Materials andMethods, and SupportingMaterial).
FIGURE 4 In vitro nucleosome core particle reconstitution. Results of
gel mobility shift assays of nucleosomes reconstituted in vitro with
a 147-bp 601.2 DNA fragment containing either C or MeC at different
histone octamer concentrations are shown. The upper bands correspond
to histone core-bound DNA, and lower bands correspond to unbound (or
free) DNA. Mk: DNA ladder for size band estimation. (A) Radiolabeled
DNA bands. (B) DNA bands stained with SyBr Safe (Invitrogen) and visu-
alized by ultraviolet light. (C) Histograms displaying the percentage of
in vitro assembled nucleosomes using the same sequence in different meth-
ylation conditions coming from triplicate experiments.
FIGURE 5 Impact of methylation on nucleosome positioning. (A) The
distribution of predicted energies (per base step) for 147-bp-long random
DNAs in normal (blue histogram) and methylated (orange histogram)
forms, respectively. The curves correspond to the predicted energy (per
base step) when random oligos contain a poly d(CpG) track at the dyad,
in normal (red) and methylated (magenta) forms. (B) The nucleosome
distribution surrounding the TSSs of yeast genes determined from MNase
digestion experiments (black line), compared with the predicted distortion
energy to wrap a nucleosome in those sites when genomic DNA is normal
(blue line) or methylated (orange line). All values were normalized to facil-
itate the interpretation of the plots. Nucleosome positions 1, þ1, and þ2
are indicated by red boxes for clarity.
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The sequence-dependent physical properties of DNA play
a crucial role in determining nucleosome positioning (46–
52) and thus are instrumental in genome regulation
(53,54). An analysis of nucleosome distribution in Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae (55,56) revealed that d(CpG)s are en-
riched in nucleosome-bound regions but depleted in
internucleosomal segments, supporting the idea that
d(CpG) steps are easily fitted into the nucleosome structure.
Protein-DNA interactions are governed by direct and indi-
rect readouts. The former arises from protein-DNA direct
interactions, whereas the latter is based on the ability of
a DNA sequence to deform into a conformation that makes
the interaction happen. Without underestimating the impor-
tance of direct readout mechanisms in nucleosome binding,
we note that indirect readout models seem to capture well
the global positioning profile of nucleosomes (41). Thus,
changes in the physical properties of the DNA fiber related
to methylation should have a direct impact on nucleosome
affinity and positioning. Our models prompted us to hypoth-
esize that in the absence of external factors (e.g., MBD
proteins or chromatin remodelers), the increased stiffness
due to d(CpG) methylation leads to a higher deformation
energy required to wrap DNA around a nucleosome(Fig. 5). We tested this hypothesis by conducting in vitro
nucleosome reconstitution experiments (see Materials and
Methods, and Supporting Material) with normal and meth-
ylated DNAs. The results confirm that the d(MeCpG) DNA
has a lower ability to form nucleosomes than the nonmethy-
lated sequence (Fig. 4).
Interestingly, nucleosome formation was further
decreased when all cytosines in the DNA were methylated,
which confirms that a reduced flexibility is mainly respon-
sible for the lower affinity of methylated DNA for the
histones. Other nonmammalian organisms that have alterna-
tive cytosine methylation patterns besides the methylation of
CpG steps could use this strategy for gene regulation. Tillo
and Hughes (57) established that increasing CþG contents
correlate well with higher nucleosome formation. Therefore,
it is not surprising that a mechanism in which more cytosines
are methylated would further rigidify the sequence, further
changing the nucleosome positioning preferences (57).DISCUSSION
d(CpG) steps are statistically underrepresented in the
genome, but they appear concentrated in regulatory regions,Biophysical Journal 102(9) 2140–2148
2146 Pe´rez et al.which suggests that d(CpG) steps provide the suitable phys-
ical properties that enable the DNA to efficiently interact
with regulatory proteins (58,59) and help define the correct
nucleosome positioning. Indeed, our MD results suggest
that isolated d(CpG) steps are curved (see Fig. S5) and
particularly flexible, making d(CpG) steps appropriate for
those regions in which DNA needs to be locally distorted
to facilitate protein binding, in agreement with early NMR
measures (60). This hypothesis is supported by an analysis
of whole-genome nucleosome positioning in yeast, which
revealed a d(CpG) step depletion in internucleosomal
segments (41,55,56).
Mesoscopic calculations (Fig. 5 A) indicate that a
d(CpG)5 segment located at the dyad axis may favor nucle-
osome formation, and hence very long d(CpG) tracks (CpG
islands) are very likely to assemble into nucleosomes.
Nucleosomes can easily move along the d(CpG) track,
presumably leading to a nucleosome-depleted region at
the external borders of the island, and thereby imprinting
a distinct nucleosome array organization that would define
the accessibility to regulatory regions downstream of the
CpG islands, where many promoters are located. This also
accords with the fact that high CþG content correlates
with nucleosome positioning (57)
Methylation increases the curvature of d(CpG) steps
(Fig. S5), although this local geometric effect tends to be
compensated for by neighboring steps. In fact, all tested
18-mer methylated oligos (except CpG islands) were less
curved and less flexible than their unmethylated counter-
parts. On the other hand, as previously suggested (61,62),
methylation increases d(CpG) stiffness, and this effect prop-
agates to neighboring steps, leading to a global increase in
the rigidity of DNA. Our results suggest that this effect
alone explains (within the indirect readout model) the
limited ability of methylated DNA to interact with certain
proteins, such as transcription factors (63–65). Our
in silico simulations and in vitro nucleosome reconstitution
experiments showed that methylation reduces DNA affinity
for nucleosomes, probably due to the increased rigidity of
the DNA fiber. Our results are in full agreement with
previous findings (66,67), with recent data about the anticor-
relation between nucleosome formation and methylation
(68), and with physical intuition that suggests that a more
flexible fiber should wrap more easily than a rigid one.
Additionally, the rigidifying effect of MeCpG is also
observed in recent fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET)-derived data (69,70) showing that methylating
nucleosome-bound DNA results in nucleosome compaction
and rigidity. Taken together, these results indicate that DNA
methylation may regulate nucleosome dynamics by
increasing the rigidity of DNA either before or during nucle-
osome assembly.
Our combined theoretical and experimental results
demonstrate that methylation decreases nucleosome forma-
tion. Nucleosome depletion is usually considered as a signalBiophysical Journal 102(9) 2140–2148of gene activity (71,72). At the same time, gene activity
correlates with low levels of methylation (73). We postulate
that the presence of almost 105 MeCpG steps present in the
genome could significantly modify the nucleosome posi-
tioning landscape. This hypothesis would explain how the
gene expression pattern can change while the number of
nucleosomes (but not positions) is kept constant in either
methylated or canonical genomes. Hence, we analyzed the
nucleosome organization around TSSs on the unmethylated
yeast genome and subsequently compared the in silico
effects of methylation on nucleosome positioning (Fig. 5
B). TSSs are typically characterized by a nucleosome-
depleted region and well-positioned 1, þ1, and þ2 nucle-
osomes (55,74). As expected, these positions are clearly
marked in the energy profiles: regions with high deforma-
tion energy signal nucleosome-depleted areas and vice versa
(Fig. 5). These profiles support recent claims about partic-
ular nucleosome positioning sites (signaled by large
in vitro propensities for nucleosome assembly) anchoring
the formation of nucleosomal arrays in vivo (75,76). Meth-
ylation of d(CpG) steps modifies the deformation energy
profile associated with nucleosome wrapping around the
TSS, which ultimately may be reflected by a change in the
nucleosome array (Fig. 5 B; note that this does not neces-
sarily make the nucleosomes more diffuse) and, accord-
ingly, in gene expression (77). In particular, it seems that
upon methylation, the nucleosome-free region is less
defined and the nucleosome 1 is moved downstream.
Furthermore, our calculations suggest that when CpG
islands are methylated, nucleosomes are concentrated at
the CpG island edges, leading to a completely different
configuration of the nucleosome array around the TSS and
consequently to a change in gene activity. Hence, we can
partially rationalize the striking effect of methylated CpG
islands on the activity of several genes, particularly those
involved in cancer (78), by considering the highly unfavor-
able impact that methylation has on the ability of poly CpG
tracks to wrap around nucleosomes (Fig. 5 A). Further work
is required to shed more light on this interesting hypothesis.
Taken together, our studies show how an apparently
minor covalent change such as methylation can alter the
physical properties of DNA, and how such a change can
modify the ability of DNA to organize the chromatin fiber,
which may be reflected by significant alterations in gene
regulation, even in the absence of specific MBDs.CONCLUSIONS
In summary, simple physical properties of DNA (described
from calculations based on first principles) can provide
a rationale for the seemingly chaotic diversity of gene regu-
latory signals in developed organisms, particularly epige-
netic signatures such as cytosine methylation. Our results
support the hypothesis that physical properties define a basal
regulatory code that is superposed onto more elaborated
Impact of DNA Methylation 2147mechanisms involving the action of specific proteins when
fine-tuning of gene function is required. Furthermore, our
findings suggest that simply by varying the physical proper-
ties of some distant regions to a particular gene while
keeping the specific protein-binding boxes unaltered, we
may be able to modulate that gene’s biological functionality.
This raises interesting possibilities in the emerging field of
synthetic biology. From the results of this study, it follows
that methylated DNA is not as likely to form nucleosomes.
However, the complete picture is even more complex when
one considers that DNMTs have a greater preference to
target nucleosome-bound DNA, slightly enriching it (1%)
in MeCpG steps (79).SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Supplementary materials and methods, seven figures, a table, and refer-
ences are available at http://www.biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/
S0006-3495(12)00397-9.
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